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ABSTRACT
Background: Autophagy is an intracellular self-degradative homeostasis process which eliminates undesirable and harmful macromolecules and organelles. Autophagy is also involved in self-renewal and
differentiation of induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSCs).

Objective: In this study, we investigated the expression profile of autophagy marker genes in human iPSCs
during their differentiation induction toward insulin producing β-like cells.
Methods: Human iPSC line, R1-hiPSC1, was used for differentiation induction toward β-like cells. The
mRNA expression of Nanog, OCT4 (pluripotency markers), SOX17, FOXA2 (endodermic markers), PTF1A,
NKX6.1 (exocrine/endocrine determinants), and PDX1 were measured during differentiation stages.
Autophagy was monitored by genes expression study of four autophagy markers, MAP1LC3B, BECN1,
SQSTM1/P62 and ATG5, along with protein expression profile of LC3b-II during differentiation stages.

Results: The mRNA expression measurement of pluripotency, endoderm and exocrine/endocrine marker
genes confirmed that hiPSCs skipped pluripotency, differentiated into endoderm, passed through the
pancreatic lineage commitment stage and successfully generated insulin producing β-like cells. Expression profile of autophagy genes during differentiation stages indicated the decreased expression levels at
the early stages (EB and MEI) and then increased at the definitive endoderm stages (DEI 1, DEI 2 and DE)
followed by a subtractive pattern toward the end of differentiation. The results of protein expression of
LC3b-II were consistent with gene expression data.
Conclusion: This study demonstrated the high contribution of key autophagy genes/proteins during the
differentiation of hiPSC toward β-like cells. The enhanced autophagy levels were a prominent feature of
early stages of differentiation and DE rather than the later stages.
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INTRODUCTION

T

he cell is pivotally dependent on a selfdegradative catabolic process, autophagy, in order to regulate the sources
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of energy under critical conditions such as
development and nutrient stress. Autophagy
can preserve the cells from undesirable aggregated proteins and impaired organelles,
and it plays a crucial role in the recycling of
cytoplasmic components during tissue homeostasis [1-3]. Starvation or other quality control mechanisms can lead to the induction of
autophagy regulation in multiple fundamental cellular processes including self-renewal,
apoptosis, and differentiation [4-6].
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Table 1: Primer sequences.
Gene

Primer sequence (5'→3')

Tm (°C)

Product (BP)

BECN1

F: ATCTGGCACAGTGGACAGTTTG
R: CGTAAGGAACAAGTCGGTATCTCTG

61

175

SQSTM1/P62

F: CCCCACGGCAGAATCAGCT
R: CTCTGTGCTGGAACTCTCTGGAG

62.5

181

MAP1LC3B

F: ACGGGCTGTGTGAGAAAACG
R: GTGAGGACTTTGGGTGTGGTT

61

82

ATG5

F: GGCCATCAATCGGAAACTC
R: AGGTCTTTCAGTCGTTGTCT

58

94

GAPDH

F: GGACTCATGACCACAGTCCA
R: CCAGTAGAGGCAGGGATGAT

60

119

The autophagy processes can be studied in
different phases. During the initiation phase,
the key regulatory complex, mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) which negatively
regulates autophagy, is inactivated in response
to stress and other autophagy stimuli which
results in activation of the ULK complex [7].
This in turn induces the recruitment and activation of VPS34 complex 1 (VPS34-I) which
catalyzes the conversion of the phospholipid
phosphatidylinositol to phosphatidylinositol-3
phosphate (PI3P). VPS34-I consists of the catalytic subunit VPS34, the regulatory subunit
Beclin1, AMBRA1, and VPS15 [6]. The phagophore extension phase recruits two ubiquitinlike conjugation mechanisms. The first mechanism conjugates ATG12 to ATG5 which then
binds ATG16L. The second mechanism is the
generation of LC3-II through conjugation of
LC3-I to phosphatidylethanolamine (PE).
LC3-II, in turn, mediates binding of autophagosomes complex to autophagic substrates.
The fusion of autophagosomes with lysosomes
produces autolysosomes, followed by luminal
acidification and activation of lysosomal hydrolases which culminate in substrate degradation. Consequently, the degraded autolysosome contents are recycled back into the
cytosol [8-10].
Type 1 diabetic patients have roughly been
managed by replacement of β cells and currently, this strategy is executed by transplantation of pancreas or islet compartment of the
pancreas all over the world. This approach has
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some limitations, including scarcity of donors,
cell quality of donors, the small number of islet cell which yields from cadaveric patients,
and life-long requirement of immunosuppression drugs [11, 12]. Therefore, an alternative
cell source is needed for the unlimited production of pancreatic β cell.

Using hiPSC technology, researchers have
been able to generate many cell types from
different cell lineages [13] such as pancreatic
islet cells. Differentiation of hiPSC into islet
cells encompasses six stages including embryoid body (EB), definitive endoderm (DE),
primitive gut (PG), posterior foregut (PF),
pancreatic endoderm (PE), and insulin-producing β-like cells. The goal of this study was
to monitor the autophagy levels during the
differentiation induction of iPSCs toward insulin producing β-like cells.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Culture

The human iPSC line (R1-hiPSC1) was obtained from cell bank of Royan Institute (Tehran, Iran). The R1-hiPSC1 was cultured on
mitomycin-C inactivated mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) layer (M7949, Sigma, Germany) and supplemented with iPSC medium
comprising Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM)/Ham’s F12 (1:1; Life Technologies), 20% knockout serum replacement
(KSR) (cat#10828020,Gibco), 2 mM L-glutamine (cat#G8540, Sigma-Aldrich), 0.1
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Table 2: List and features of antibodies.
Catalog
Number

Company

Dilution

Blocking Buffer
(Diluent)

Target size

Organism of
Origin

Anti LC3b-II

L7543

Sigma

1:1000

5% w/v Skimmed milk

16–18 KDa

Rabbit

Anti-Beta-Actin

Ab8227

Abcam

1:1000

2% w/v BSA

42 KDa

Rabbit

Ab6721

Abcam

1:2000

2% w/v BSA

Antibody
Primary Ab

Secondary Ab
Anti- Rabbit IgG
H&L HRP linked

mM non-essential amino acids (cat#M7145,
Sigma-Aldrich), 0.1 mM β-mercaptoethanol
(cat#15433, Merck), 1X ITS (I1884 SigmaAldrich), 100 U/ml penicillin-100 µg/ml
streptomycin (Life Technologies), and 12 ng/
ml b-FGF (cat#F0291Sigma-Aldrich). Hanging drop protocol was used for EB production
(as the first step of differentiation) and then
subjected to differentiation as previously described by Ghorbani-Dalini et al. [14]. Gene
expression and protein analysis of autophagy
marker genes were performed in hiPSC and
differentiated cell stages including EB, MEI,
DEI 1, DEI 2, DE, PG, PF, PE and β-like cells.

Quantitative Real-time PCR

Total RNA and protein of hiPSC and differentiated cells were extracted using Allprep
RNA/Protein extraction (Qiagen, USA) according to the manufacturer's instruction. The
quality and concentration of RNA were evaluated by NanoDrop™️ Lite Spectrophotometer
(ThermoFisher Scientific, USA). In order to
synthesize cDNA, Complementary DNA Synthesis Kit (Takara, Japan) was utilized according to the manufacturer’s protocol and stored
at -20°C. The quantitative RT-PCR (qRTPCR) was performed using the StepOnePlus
instrument (Applied Biosystem, USA). The
relative mRNA expression levels were assessed by the 2-ΔΔCt method and normalized to
an internal control, where the ΔCt represents
the difference between target and housekeeping (GAPDH) genes. The fold changes were
calculated in comparison with the non-treated
hiPSC line.

Goat

The amplification was carried out by a reaction mixture of 1 µl cDNA, 5 μl CYBR green
master mix 2X (Takara, Japan) and 10 pM
per primer (Table 1). The reaction was performed according to the following condition:
initial denaturation at 95 ˚C for 30 s, followed
by forty cycles at 95 ˚C for 5 s, 58-62.5 ˚C (as
mentioned in Table 1) for 15 s and 72 ˚C for
20 s. The level of mRNA expression of target
genes was normalized with GAPDH mRNA.

Western Blot Analysis

The concentration of proteins was measured
by the Bradford method and Coomassie Protein Assay Kit. From each sample, 25 mg of total proteins was extracted over 12.5% sodium
dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gels, blocking
in 2% BSA/Tris-buffered saline containing
0.1% Tween 20 (TBST buffer) overnight, and
electrotransferred to PDVF membranes. The
membranes were then incubated with rabbit
Ab against LC3b-II (1:1000) and rabbit Ab
against Beta-Actin (1:1000), at 4 °C overnight
with gentle agitation (Table 2). After washing
away unbound primary antibody with TBST
buffer, goat-anti-rabbit IgG HRP-linked secondary antibody (1:2000) was added and the
membrane incubated at 25 °C for a further 2
hrs with gentle agitation. After gently washing with TBST buffer, all immunoreactive
bands were then visualized using ECL Substrate Kit. Protein band were detected by
ChemiDoc XRS System (Bio-Rad) and the
visible bands were then quantified using ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD).
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Figure 1: The R1-hiPSCs on MEF layer (using phase contrast microscopy at 10x magnifications).

Statistical Analysis

All samples were studied in triplicates. All
data are presented as a mean ± SEM. Oneway ANOVA was used for statistical analysis
of data. Tukey-Kramer’s was used as post-hoc
test for comparison between each stage of differentiation. Dunnett was used as post-hoc
test for statistical comparison between gene
expressions of each stage with human islets.
P-values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant. The GenEX v.6.1 and
GraphPad Prism v7.01 software was used for
data analysis and graph plots.
RESULTS

Cell Culture

The R1-hiPSC were cultured on MEF layer
and proliferated successfully. Visual observation using phase contrast microscopy at 10x
magnifications confirmed typical phenotypic
characteristics of undifferentiated iPSC such
as compact cobblestone appearance, definite
and distinct individual cell borders, as well as
large nucleus with little cytoplasm (Fig 1).

mRNA Expression Pattern of Differentiated
Human β-like Cells from hiPSC

Gene expression profile of β-like cells during
differentiation was measured in comparison
with undifferentiated hiPSC and human islet
cells. Stage specific gene expression profile
for Nanog, OCT4, SOX17, FOXA2, PTF1A,
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NKX6.1, and PDX1 during stages of differentiation process including: iPSC, EB, DE, PG,
PE and BC were expressed consistent with
prior reports shown by us and others (data not
shown) [14, 15].
We have previously reported [14] that analysis of OCT4 and Nanog, as pluripotency markers, showed a stage-wise significant decrease
in expression of both genes during differentiation. Moreover, analysis of SOX17 and FOXA2,
as endoderm markers, exhibited a steady increase in their expression. These results
strongly indicated that our clusters transitioned from pluripotency stage into endoderm
linage. Further investigation into expression
of PTF1A and NKX6.1, as key determinants of
exocrine/endocrine patterning, revealed an
increase in PTF1A expression during early
stages of differentiation. This early expression
of PTF1A likely contributed to committing
our clusters into pancreatic lineage. However,
expression of PTF1A was suppressed at isletlike stage, while expression of NKX6.1 increased. This provides evidence that a crossrepressive loop between PTF1A and NKX6.1
directed our cluster toward endocrine cell differentiation. This reciprocal repression between PTF1A and NKX6.1 genes may enable
a switch in multipotent progenitors that directs progenitors to either an endocrine or
acinar cell fate choice. Finally, the differentiation favoring endocrine cell commitment is
confirmed by enhanced expression PDX1 alo-
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Figure 2: Dynamics of BECN-1 (A), SQSTM1/P62 (B), MAP1LC3B (C), and ATG5 (D) mRNA expression levels during the course of differentiation. Distinct letters mean statistically significant variation between hiPSC
and differentiation steps using one-way ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer’s post-hoc test for multiple comparisons.
Stars represent statistically significant variation for each step of differentiation versus human islet cell (*)
p<0.05, (**) p< 0.01, (***) p<0.001. NS: Nonsignificant, EB: Embryoid body, MEI: Mesendoderm induction, DEI
1: 1th day of definitive endoderm induction, DEI 2: 2nd day of definitive endoderm induction, DE: Definitive
endoderm, PG: Primitive Gut, PF: Primitive foregut, PE: Pancreatic endoderm.
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Figure 3: The western blot analysis of LC3b-II protein expression and dynamics of LC3b-II protein expression
levels during different days of differentiation. EB: Embryoid body, MEI: Mesendoderm induction, DEI 1: 1th
day of definitive endoderm induction, DEI 2: 2nd day of definitive endoderm induction, DE: Definitive endoderm, PG: Primitive Gut, PF: Primitive foregut, PE: Pancreatic endoderm.

ngside with NKX6.1, which is a key indicator
of endocrine pancreas [14]. Therefore, these
expression profile changes clearly indicated
that hiPSCs were induced to differentiate into
islet-like cells.

mRNA Expression of Autophagy Genes
during Differentiation

9

Autophagy was monitored by investigation
of mRNA expression level of MAP1LC3B,
BECN1, ATG5 and SQSTM1/P62 during
differentiation stages. The fold change ratio
was quantified against iPSC. Fig 2 represent
the differences in the dynamics of autophagy
marker genes mRNA. We observed a considerable level of cell death and morphological
changes during the early differentiation stages. Therefore, we hypothesized that maximum
autophagy might occur during the definitive
endoderm induction steps (DEI 1, DEI 2, and
DE). Thus, six samples indicating iPSC, EB,
and the early differentiation induction stages
(MEI, DEI 1, DEI 2, and DE) were collected.
In addition, 4 cell samples representing the
rest of the differentiation process (PG, PF, PE
and β-like cells) were also isolated.

The mRNA expression data indicated high
baseline levels of BECN1, SQSTM1/P62, MAP1LC3B, and ATG5 in iPSCs. Compared to
iPSCs, BECN1 mRNA expression down-regulated significantly in EB cells (0.005±0.001fold p<0.001). During the mesendoderm induction and definitive endoderm period (MEI,
DEI 1, and DEI 2) BECN1 mRNA expression increased progressively, reaching a culmination in DE (20.96±1.29 fold; p<0.001)
phase. However, from PG onward, BECN1
mRNA expression was reduced (17.85±0.104;
p<0.001) and the downward trend continued
to PF (7.64±0.22; p<0.001) and PE (5.51±0.27;
p<0.001) stages. This trend reversed on day 22
(β-like cells) when expression profile showed
an increase in BECN1 mRNA level (8.51±0.25;
p<0.001) which was slightly higher relative to
baseline human islet cells (3.10±0.18; p<0.001)
(Fig 2A).
Minimal basal P62 gene expression was detected at EB and MEI cell samples (0.89±0.18;
p=0.99, 0.27±0.08; p<0.001). Expression was
then enhanced at MEI, DEI 1, and DEI 2, attaining a maximum level at DE (6.61±0.76;
p<0.001). At PG stage, P62 mRNA expres-
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sion down regulated (5.79±0.40; p<0.001)
which continued through PF and PE stages
(1.97±0.22; p=0.24; 0.97±0.14; p=0.99). We
observed a minor increase in P62 mRNA expression by the time the cells reached β-like
phase (1.21±0.13; p=0.99) (Fig 2B).
The MAP1LC3B mRNA expression profile
followed a pattern similar to BECN1 and
P62. During the EB generation we observed
low levels of MAP1LC3B mRNA expression
(0.67±0.16; p=0.64), which continued with further decline until MEI (0.32±0.04; p=0.001).
From DEI 1, gene expression ramped up significantly (0.97±0.05; p=1), which extended
to DEI 2 and DE, when it reached its peak
(1.80±0.40 fold; p=0.40). During the rest of
the differentiation process, MAP1LC3B gene
expression declined gradually until PE (PG;
1.37±0.12; p=0.94, PF; 0.56±0.08; p=0.23, PE;
0.38±0.02; p=0.009). In contrast, by β-like cell
stage, samples demonstrated a feeble increase
in mRNA compared to PE and human islet
cells (β-like cells 0.56±0.07; p=0.25, human
islet cells, 0.40±0.03; p= 0.01) (Fig 2C).
The ATG5 mRNA expression profile showed
a significant increase in EB and MEI stages
(2.81±0.21; p<0.001 and 16.67±0.84; p<0.001),
while in DEI stages decreased notably and
reached to 3.40±0.49 (p<0.001) at DE. During
the rest of differentiation stages, insignificant
changes were detected. In β-like cells, a minor increase in ATG5 mRNA expression was
observed (6.27±0.50) compared to human islet
cells (5.90±0.06) (Fig 2D).

Protein Expression of Autophagy Genes
during Differentiation

The western blot analysis of LC3b-II conversion was consistent and correlated well with
mRNA expression data (Fig 3A). The protein
expression levels during the course of differentiation are presented in Fig 3B. During the EB
generation, a reduction in LC3b-II protein expression was observed (0.40±0.04; p=0.297),
which continued to MEI (0.05±0.007; p=0.1)
stage. From DEI 1 onwards, LC3b-II protein
expression increased until plateauing at DE
(2.25±0.28; p=0.48). A reverse trend was noted from PG samples with a down-regulation

of LC3b-II protein (1.65±0.26; p=0.88). This
decline continued to PF (0.88±0.27; p=0.99)
and PE (0.45±0.13; p=0.42) stages when the
course changed and by β-like cell, LC3b-II protein expression was up-regulated (0.59±0.12;
p=0.69) which slightly surpassed the human
islet protein levels (0.48±0.65; p=0.40).
DISCUSSION
Autophagy is an evolutionarily conserved cellular degradation process that acts as an intracellular quality control mechanism through
degradation of damaged or obsolete organelles
and proteins. It has been proved that autophagy also plays a critical role in stem cell maintenance, cell differentiation processes, cellular
reprogramming, and iPSC generation [16, 17].
Recent studies demonstrated that autophagy
is responsible for the function and survival of
pancreatic β cells [18]. For instance, in murine
β cells, autophagy was suggested to control
insulin secretion, and essential for the maintenance of homeostasis [19, 20]. However, excessive autophagy (e.g., by rapamycin treatment)
has caused islet function impairment both in
vitro and in vivo [21]. The essential role of autophagy during in vitro differentiation of stem
cells into insulin producing cells has been reported in many studies [22-24]. In this study,
we focused on establishing insulin-producing
islet-like clusters from differentiated hiPSCs
and evaluated the expression of autophagy
marker genes during different stages of differentiation (hiPSC, EB, MEI, DEI 1, DEI 2, DE,
PG, PF, PE and β-like cell). We succeeded in
producing islet β-like cells from hiPSCs using
our established method [14].
We evaluated the profile of differentiated hiPSCs gene expression and compared it with human islet cells. In our prior study, the pluripotency stage of cells was ascertained through
expression measurement of the pluripotency
markers Nanog and OCT4 genes [14]. Our
data concluded that our hiPSCs acquired the
propensity to exit the pluripotency stage and
develop into islet-like clusters. The expression
of endodermic markers (SOX17 and FOXA2)
showed that differentiated iPSCs intersected
the endoderm stage of differentiation. In addi-
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tion, we observed high expression of NKX6.1
transcription factor which plays a major role
in regulation of insulin biosynthesis and secretion by β cells. A high level of PDX1 gene
expression was also observed during the differentiation of our islet-like clusters which
supports our observation of the β-like cell enrichment.
To monitor the activity of autophagy process, we examined known markers including
SQSTM1/P62, MAP1LC3B, BECN1, and
ATG5 in hiPSC-derived cells at differentiation
stages [25]. Recent studies have confirmed
the high levels of basal autophagy activity
during iPSC derivation and maintenance[26].
Our data indicated that MAP1LC3B and P62
expression decreased during EB generation.
The decline in autophagy may be partly attributed to the presence of 20% FBS in the EB
culture medium and an abundance of nutrients
which diminishes autophagy [27]. At DEI 1,
cells were subjected to 100 ng/ml Activin A
and 3μM chir99021 which coincided with a
decrease in autophagy levels. It has been suggested that the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway and autophagy are oppositely regulated
[28, 29] and Chir99021 is well known Wnt
signaling pathway activator [30]. Therefore it
may contribute to the observed decrease in autophagy levels at DEI 1 stage [31, 32]. From
the second day of endoderm induction through
the end of endoderm induction (DE), which
coincided with the elimination of chir99021
in the media, a pronounced up-regulation in
autophagy genes was observed. This was accompanied by conspicuous cell death as well
as morphological changes which could be explained by the role of autophagy in tissue remodeling and structural changes [33]. High
expression of BECN1 in the MEI stage may
signify its potential role in other autophagyindependent activities such as STAT3 phosphorylation [34, 35].
At DEI 1, DEI 2, and DE stages, by removal
of chir99021 and addition of KSR and Activin
A to the cell culture media, a gradual increase
in MAP1LC3B, SQSTM1/P62, and BECN1
expression was observed. This was accompanied by enhanced cell death and morphologi-
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cal changes which were in accordance with
Vessoni et al.'s study[16].
In comparison with MAP1LC3B, SQSTM1/
P62, and BECN1, the expression of ATG5 was
enhanced in EB and MEI and reduced significantly in the DE stage. This could be related
to its complex interaction with other regulatory pathways, as such NF-κB and DNA repair
pathways[36, 37].
The autophagy level was reduced and dropped
to the lowest level during the rest of differentiation steps (PG, PF, and PE), compared to
the iPSCs. The results indicated autophagy
was activated at the definitive endoderm generation step and reached to a basic level during last steps of differentiation as it was also
reported by Pantovic et al., [38].
Finally, β-like cells revealed a slight increase
in autophagy level compared to human islet
cells. This might be related to the presence of
resveratrol (RSV) in culture media until the
end of differentiation induction process. The
role of RSV in differentiation of stem cells into
different cell lineages has been reported in
prior studies and is known to induce autophagy [39, 40].
The analysis of LC3b-II protein expression
which is considered the most important indicator of autophagy showed a strong correlation with autophagy gene expression data.
Overall, our study presented a time-dependent investigation of autophagy specific genes
expression patterns during the differentiation
induction of iPSCs toward insulin-producing
β-like cells. We demonstrated that the expression of autophagy genes progressed to the
highest levels during the most critical stage
of differentiation i.e., definitive endoderm induction. Illumination of such expression patterns may be utilized in modifying autophagy
processes in establishing more efficient differentiation induction strategies. Moreover, the
autophagy gene expression pattern could be
implicated in therapeutic procedures, such as
many human diseases including diabetes and
pancreatic cancer [41-43]. For example, by
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generating more efficient insulin-producing
β cells for transplantation, regulating β cell
function in diabetic models by autophagy inducers, or suppressing pancreatic cancer stem
cells using autophagy inhibitors [44, 45].
Our results revealed a multistep pattern of
hiPSCs differentiation as demonstrated by the
decreased mRNA and protein expression of
autophagy genes in the early stages of differentiation (EB and MEI) and then increased at
the definitive endoderm induction stages followed by a dynamic pattern toward the end
of differentiation. These results demonstrated
the involvement of autophagy during the differentiation of hiPSCs toward islet-like cells,
especially during the early stages of differentiation rather than the later stages. This is the
first report of its kind pertaining to the effect
of autophagy in the differentiation of β-like
cells. Further functional studies are needed
to further define the precise role of autophagy
and associated regulatory molecules in the differentiation of hiPSCs toward islet-like cells.
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